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RADIATION KING
Winner of the Idaho Prize for Poetry

Publisher: Lost Horse Press
Distributor: University of Washington Press
Format: Paperback (80 pp)
ISBN: 9780999199435
Price: $18
Published: April 11, 2019

Ten years in the making, Radiation King, the 
second full-length collection by poet Jason 
Gray, takes us to the beginning and the pos-
sible futures of the atomic world we created 
at the start of the twentieth century. In a time 
when the Cold War has heated back up, his in-
tense lyric poems engage a past filled with Civil 
Defense and radioactive quack cures and a 
future that could bring a radioactive wasteland 
or limitless energy. Gray’s poems explore the 
world from the smallest atom of hydrogen to 
the giant Pillars of Creation in the Eagle Nebu-
la and find that the only thing that will save us 
is love for one another.

“In his Radiation King, Jason Gray writes, 
‘Atoms really are / Perfection: / tiny / movers, 
brilliant gods,’ but he might as well be describ-
ing the poems in this awe-inspiring collection. 
Each line, each word, is ‘tipped with fire.’ Radi-
ation King speaks to darkness and light, to the 
past and the future, to myth and fact, to faith 
and science, to ruin and hope. When I say the 
poems are true, I do not mean they are factual, 
though there is certainly science and history at 
work here. I mean they are to be believed.”

Maggie Smith (Author of Good Bones)
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OTHER BOOKS BY JASON GRAY
PHOTOGRAPHING EDEN
Winner of the 2008 Hollis Summers Prize
Publisher: Ohio University Press
Format: Cloth
ISBN: 9780821418352
Price: $24.95
Format: Paperback
ISBN: 9780821418369 
Price: $14.95
Format: ePub
ISBN: 9780821443019
Price: $9.99

“Jason Gray’s gift is quiet but profound. He brings the same 
respectful eye to nature as to acts of art—an eye that adds its 
own light to the occasions. A book for delectation.”

Heather McHugh (MacArthur Genius Award Winner)

HOW TO PAINT THE SAVIOR DEAD
Winner of the Wick Chapbook Award
Publisher: Kent State University Press
Format: Paperback
ISBN: 9780873389082
Price: $7.00
Format: ePub
ISBN: 9781612777849
Price: $5.99

“Gray is not afraid of hard work, hard thought, and big vision 
just because the subject of his fascination has been both exalt-
ed and besmirched by tradition, both enriched and impover-
ished by the hands of our predecessors. Gray throws himself 
into the mix of muses, amore, and immortality with more—
much more—than common wit, passion, and intelligence.”

Andrew Hudgins (Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize)



Q&A
Why Radiation King?

The Radiation King was this imaginary figure in my head, a mythical figure that people in a 
distant future would say caused the nuclear war that had devastated the planet. Part-tyrannical 
leader, part-mad scientist, I imagined a future us telling stories about this person, conflating sev-
eral factors into one person who could be blamed for the situation we found ourselves in. And 
though no poem ever was written about the figure, I was always taken with the idea of writing 
poems from the future—warnings to the present about potential disasters. 

What drew you to write poems about nuclear physics and radiation?

I grew up in the ’80s at the tail-end of the Cold War, when the threat of nuclear war seemed to be 
high, but also with a dad who worked at nuclear power plants, and so I was surrounded by the 
dichotomy of nuclear energy as both a terrible thing and a very beneficial thing, and that super-
position of those two opposing ideas has always haunted me. It was time to write about it.

Why make films for the poems?

A few of the poems, “Project Faultless” and the sequence “Letters to the Fire” seemed very cine-
matic to me—the latter especially since it’s a narrative sequence. There is a wealth of great imag-
ery available in this area, and combining that with my own love of photography and videography 
and music, I wanted to combine all those artistic endeavors into one project.  It was also another 
great way to share my poems with the wider world. 



SELECT REVIEWS & COMMENTARY

About Photographing Eden:

“Gray’s strongest poems possess a quietly fierce intelligence controlled by elegantly wrought 
lines. Much of Gray’s work may remind us of Donald Justice’s or Richard Wilbur’s best poems. 
Which is to say that many of Gray’s poems exemplify such a facility of stle that they seem to ahve 
simply, divinely fallen from the sky.”

Alexander Long, The Journal

“(Gray’s) verse is the evident product of a disciplined mind, and it is even, more frequently than 
one might expect, beautiful.”

J.B. Werlin, Pleiades

SELECT MEDIA APPEARANCES

Interviewed on Beyond the Breakwater Radio Show (Madison, Wisconsin)
https://www.mixcloud.com/beyondthebreakwater/jason-gray-21215/

Interviewed on Writer’s Talk (Columbus, Ohio)
http://www.ohiochannel.org/video/writers-talk-jason-gray

Working@Duke Facebook feature
https://www.facebook.com/workingatduke/posts/10157141416792664



POETRY FILMS
Jason has made short films to accompany the poems “Project Faultless” and “Letters to the Fire” 
from the new book, Radiation King.

They can be viewed on his Vimeo or YouTube pages.
https://vimeo.com/user11284197
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9MjTQS3aS8daCuJxtS5cqA

AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDINGS
Hear Jason read “The Rabbit God in Its Repose”
https://soundcloud.com/jasongraypoems/rabbit-god

Watch Jason read a series of poems from Radiation King with his dog, Puck.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL97_0fle9Y4QBD9scx8I0TIVKTNTKbmvT

Jason’s reading at The Stain of Poetry Reading Series (Brooklyn, NY)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS_SZj9YuNU&feature=youtu.be

MULTIMEDIA


